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An important Chaumet piece featured in its  exhibition. Image credit: Chaumet

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from June 24:

Chaumet exhibit celebrates the history of the tiara

French jeweler Chaumet is showing its part in history in an exhibition at the Grimaldi Forum in Monaco.

Click here to read the entire story

Princess Cruises readies itself for new ships, luxury suite launches

Cruise line Princess Cruises is anticipating the launch of a new ship with a new leadership team and celebrating a
new luxury suite.

Click here to read the entire story

Gucci supports AI growth in innovation festival

Italian fashion label Gucci is powering a special event for thought leaders to look at the relationship between man
and machine, focusing on the future of artificial intelligence.

Click here to read the entire story

Luxury Collection opens in new Turkey location

Marriott International's Luxury Collection is moving further into Turkey with a new resort, as luxury travel becomes
more adventurous and cultural.

Click here to read the entire story

Balmain mixes music, fashion, charity
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French fashion label Balmain is working with the charity organization Red while focusing on its closeness to music.

Click here to read the entire story

Ulysse Nardin to be featured in Wempe New York

Swiss watchmaker Ulysse Nardin and luxury timepiece retailer Wempe U.S. have entered an agreement for the
former's products to be sold at the retailer.

Click here to read the entire story
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